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1. Motivation 

The continuous growth of the population and economy worldwide has led to an 

increase in the demand for the transportation sector, resulting in a huge increase in 
the demand for travel in cities worldwide over the past few decades. The growth 

has led to higher traffic congestion, energy consumption, and greenhouse 

emissions, affecting the sustainability of cities development. Thus, new 
technologies with improvements to existing technologies are rapidly being 

developed to compete with the growth.  Autonomous vehicles (AV) connected 

through cooperative intelligent systems (C-ITS) technology is an opportunity for 
the future of the transportation sector[1]. The development of vehicles with higher 

levels of automation will alter road transportation supply and, as a result, travel 

demand. At this time, it appears hard to predict when self-driving cars would be 
ready to serve the whole road network on level 5 according to SAE guidelines [2]. 

The dissertation's primary motivation is to better understand the expected impact 

of AVs on human safety and security related to transport systems. The dissertation 

applies a sizeable macroscopic approach since the majority of the previous studies 

have focused on the impact of autonomous vehicles on a microscopic level and 
highways. In contrast, the effect on a macroscopic level is rarely discussed. On the 

other hand, statistical methods combining AV expected behavior and AV 

penetration are used to discover the predicted impact of the spread of AVs in the 
macroscopic model. Accordingly, the study focuses on building several models 

that can be used to find the expected effects of AVs for different road networks 

using different available parameters 

To identify how AVs technology could bring improvement to the private road 

transportation system, different aspects of AV impacts should be studied. Starting 
from AV effects on traffic parameters and the operation of the road network, not 

only for AV users but also for the different vehicle categories using the network. 

The second aspect is investigating how AV implementation affects road traffic 
emissions. The dissertation investigates AV effect on emissions by the expected 

change resulting from the network operability only, using conventional vehicles as 

AV and not changing to electric vehicles. Following this, the effect of AV on 
emission should be identified through the combination of AV with other transport 

policies, such as electrical vehicles policies and park and ride (P&R) policies.    

Autonomous transport systems will be interconnected cyber-physical systems 

relying on a complex system-of-systems approach to transmit and interpret data 

enabling safe operation as connected devices. AV technology may also lead to new 
security risks and increase threats to sensitive information and public safety. 

Accordingly, the dissertation also investigates the cybersecurity aspect to reveal 

the estimated security impacts caused by the increasing AV penetration. Traffic 
instabilities might strengthen cooperative and connected transportation systems' 

vulnerabilities. The research focuses on network vulnerabilities influenced by 

cooperative and connected transportation systems, especially considering the 
macroscopic effect of emergencies and unexpected events. Figure1 below 

demonstrates the AVs expected impact for different aspects of both microscopic 

and macroscopic level. 



 
Figure 1. Expected AVs impact on macroscopic and microscopic aspects for a 

road network 

2. Hypothesis  

2.1 Hypothesis 1 

In Thesis-1 six models based on different values of AVs penetrations and PCU 

values has been built, which can estimate the impact of the spread of AVs in the 

transport system. 

The model stated that the spread of AVs significantly affects traveled daily 

kilometers, daily hours, total daily delay, and average network speed of the 

transport system on a macroscopic level. 

2.2 Hypothesis 2 

Thesis-2 has concentrated on developing an estimation model framework to 

determine the emission reduction ratios regarding the investigated vehicle classes. 

The hypothesis behind the developed method is that AVs can reduce GHG 

emissions assuming conventional vehicles characteristics and the impact can affect 
other vehicle classes other than AVs class (i.e., heavy vehicles). 

2.3 Hypothesis 3 

The combined uses of AVs with Park & Ride and electrical vehicle transport 



policies in an integrated way to study their effect on GHG road emissions can 
achieve the most significant emission reduction. 

2.4 Hypothesis 4 

Cyber incidents in the automotive industry should be recorded and evaluated 

according to the attacked component of the mobility system, the spatial-, the time-

related, and the periodicity-associated aspects of the intervention. This analytic 

structure allows us to characterize attacks efficiently and implement adequate 
countermeasures. 

The hypothesis is based that the spread of connected and cooperative transport 

systems can significantly influence the cybersecurity of the transport system 

2.5 Hypothesis 5 

Thesis-5 developed a methodological framework to evaluate the impact of five 

relevant road parameters and AV penetration on network vulnerability in a 

macroscopic transport model. 

According to, the hypothesis AV implementation will significantly mitigate the 

negative effect of unexpected road capacity reduction. 

 

3. Research methodology 

3.1 Research methodology related to hypothesis 1 

During the research, estimate AVs' impact on traffic parameters focuses on 

changing two AV characteristics. Four parameters were studied; the daily vehicle 

traveled distance in kilometers, the everyday vehicle traveled time in hours, total 
daily delay in hours, and the average network speed in kilometers per hour (km/hr). 

Two AV characteristics representations were input in the model to evaluate the 

impacts of traffic parameters; AVs penetration and AVs passenger car unit. 

Equilibrium assignment in Budapest Visum model was selected to study how 

different penetration and PCU combinations affect the network. PCU values for 
the AV class are considered to be 0.50–0.90 with 0.05 increments and PCU 0.98 

[1]. The selected values are chosen to cover the expected range of AV effect, which 

improves road capacity and has a large set of data to develop statistical models for 
traffic parameters. Multi-linear regression was used to develop six models. 

Penetration and PCU values are the model's independent variables, and traffic 

parameter improvements are the dependent variable 

3.2 Research methodology related to hypothesis 2 

The second hypotheses focused on improving the first hypothesis’s methodology 

of estimating AVs' impact on traffic parameters focusing on changing two AVs 
penetration and PCU and calculating GHG emissions by using the emissions unit 

factors for AV in Table 3.1 were calculated using anticipated emissions reductions 
factors of smoother driving by AV; 19.09% for PM2.5, 15.51% for NOx, and 

6.55% for CO2[3] . The reduction factors were used on the EEA CAR emissions 

factors for all private vehicles’ modes shown in Table 1 below [4]. Framework of 



the methodology is shown in Figure 2. 

Table 1 Private transport modes emissions factors 

Mode 
CO2 

g/Km 

NOx 

g/Km 

PM2.5 

g/Km 

Automated vehicle 207.30 0.516 0.0017 

Car 221.83 0.611 0.0021 

Light 237.675 1.030 0.0783 

Medium 253.52 1.193 0.1220 

Buses & Coaches 1584.5 6.500 0.0100 

Heavy 760.56 8.010 0.2260 

Taxi 221.83 0.611 0.0021 

 
Figure 2. AVs emissions impact methodology framework 

Since a reasonably complex relationship structure can characterize the analyzed 

data, the nonlinear regression analysis was chosen to find the best model. 
TableCurve 3D has been used to identify the proper estimation model, which can 

provide a more efficient estimation concerning emission reduction compared to 
the other investigated functions 



3.3 Research methodology related to hypothesis 3 

In the case of hypothesis 3, to study the different combination of transport policies 

and determine which combinations can better reduce pollution computer software 
developed by the European Environment Agency called COPERT is used to 

measure private car emissions. The analysis of emissions in the program is 

illustrated in detail in Figure 3 [5]. 

 
Figure 3. COPERT model estimation procedure [5]. 

3.4 Research methodology related to hypothesis 4 

To characterize cyber-attacks efficiently and implement adequate countermeasures 

related to component, time and space aspect of the attack, the methodology focused 

on the investigation of the presently applied validation methods. a new cyber-
attacks reference space framework has been constructed from the mentioned 

factors. 

To validate the new concept, based on practical experiments, a complex analytical 

framework has been developed to prove that the main elements of the reference 

space theorem (component, space, and time, periodicity, and OSI layer-related 
properties) are applicable to characterize automotive industry related cyberattacks. 

a complex database has been built, based on the data of Upstream Security[6]  

containing all the registered automotive industry-related attacks performed during 
the period of twelve months. 

3.5 Research methodology related to hypothesis 5 

To evaluate the impact of five relevant road parameters and AV penetration on 

network vulnerability in a macroscopic transport model, 30 roads with different 

characteristics were selected for five AVs scenarios. The length, distance from the 

center, speed, number of lanes, and number of connectors. The selected framework 
is shown in Figure 4. 



 
Figure 4. Methodology framework for sensitivity analysis 

4. New scientific results 

Figure 5 gives an overall framework of the performed investigations on the impact 

of AVs on a road transportation system. 

 
Figure 5. Overall framework of dissertation research 



4.1 New scientific results of Thesis 1 

The expected impact of AVs on four different traffic parameters; traveled daily 

kilometers, daily hours, total daily delay, and average network speed on a 
macroscopic level using AVs penetration and PCU combinations. 

Six models estimating the change in the investigated traffic parameters depending 

on the change in AV penetration and PCU are developed. 

𝑃𝐶 ℎ𝑟 % =  0.0447𝐴𝑉 − 0.0917𝑃𝐶𝑈 + 0.0683                       

𝑃𝐶 𝑘𝑚 % =  0.0094AV − 0.0188PCU + 0.0144                     

𝐻𝑉 ℎ𝑟 % =  0.0326AV − 0.0667PCU + 0.0498                       

𝐻𝑉 𝑘𝑚 % =  0.0240AV − 0.0049PCU + 0.0037                      

𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 % =  0.2082AV − 0.4127PCU + 0.3066                       

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 % =  0.0201AV − 0.0436PCU + 0.0323                       

Related publications Thesis 1: [7] 

 

4.2 New scientific results of Thesis 2 

My research work developed a methodology to study and analyze the impact of 

AVs on three different emission components, such as Carbon Dioxide (CO2), 

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx: NO2 and NO) given as NO2 equivalent, and Particular 
Matter (PM= PM2.5) on a macroscopic level for two vehicle classes (passenger 

cars and heavy vehicles). I estimated the change in the investigated emission 
components depending on the change in AV penetration and PCU. 

 

PC CO2 Relative Emission Reduction % 

=  e 0.423 + 0.93X2 − 2.27X2.5 + 1.08X3 − 0.014√YlnY + 0.14(lnY)2 − (
2.84
lnY

), 

PC NOx Relative Emission Reduction% 

=  e
1.072 – 0.16XlnX − 0.086√𝑋 lnX + 0.14 (lnY)2  − 0.086√𝑌  − (

3.41

√Y
)
, 

PC PM2.5 Relative Emission Reduction% 

=  e−17.43 – 0.81X + 7.60 lnY – 0.60X2 + 0.011(lnY)2 – 0.0025X lnY, 

HV CO2 Relative Emission Reduction% =  − 0.2221 +  0.6468(e−X) +  0.03761√𝑌, 

HV NOx Relative Emission Reduction%= - 0.2019 + 0.6071(e^(-X)) + 0.03631√Y 

HV PM2.5 Relative Emission Reduction% =  0.741 −  0.7772√X  +  0.0459√Y 

Related publications Thesis 2: [8] 

 



 

4.3 New scientific results of Thesis 3 

The results show implementing AVs mitigated traffic pollution by an average of 

9% for the three considered pollutants. The second scenario of involving electric 
and autonomous vehicles reduced the number of conventional vehicles using 

petrol. Therefore, it showed significant mitigation of around 26% reduction in 

three total emissions. Scenarios three of Autonomous vehicles using P&R and four 
of Autonomous electrical vehicles using P&R were even more effective, as these 

scenarios used the P&R system and autonomous vehicles. It must be noted that, as 

the P&R is already established in some cities, it is worth exploiting it, as the spread 
of autonomous vehicles is still underway. While scenario four has proven the best 

with an average of 34% reduction, it still requires some time to change and prepare 

the infrastructure to spread electric vehicle’s new technology. The results are 
summarized in Table 2 below. 

Table 2. Emissions reduction percentage for each scenario. 

Scenario CO NOx CO2 

Base (Tons) 69,500 5603 804,069 

I AV 7% 9% 10% 

II AEV 26% 26% 28% 

III AV + P&R 10% 20% 13% 

IV AEV + P&R 34% 34% 35% 

Related publications Thesis 3: [9] 

 

4.4 New scientific results of Thesis 4 

On the basis of the reviewed literature, it has been concluded that a new 

cybersecurity reference space has to be introduced based on the discussed 
temporal, spatial, and structural aspects. Accordingly, the next section of the paper 

presents the main ideas behind the developed architecture. Based on a novel 

method, the result of the different cyber-attack types can be highlighted from 
another point of view, which can substantially influence the road transport system's 

safety and security. 

In conjunction with this and in accordance with the final results of the proposed 

validation method, cyberattacks are recommended to be characterized by the 

attacked component of the mobility system, the spatial, the time related, and/or the 
periodicity related aspects of the intervention. The developed framework is shown 

in Figure 5. 



 
Figure 5. Time, space, and component-based automobile industry-related cyber-

attack space 

Where: 

S axis represents the spatial relationship of the attacker and the target, including: 

a) direct, local 

b) indirect, local 

c) indirect, remote attacks 

Related publications Thesis 4: [10], [11] 

4.5 New scientific results of Thesis 5 

A methodology was adopted to study the impact of autonomous vehicles (AVs) on 

the network model using different passenger car values (PCU) for AVs. Four 

scenarios were chosen with different combinations of SAE levels of automation 

and AV proportion in the traffic flow. Total delay showed significant improvement 
reaching a 28.52% reduction in a fully automated fleet scenario. Travelled daily 

kilometers and hours were also reduced by 0.19% – 1.29% and 0.73% – 5.78% 

with the various AV scenarios, respectively. Figure 6 show the result of the 
analysis. 

𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 
=  352.49𝐿 + 1017.3𝑁 + 55.69𝑆 −  319𝑑 +  127.6𝐶𝑜 − 4109.5 

Where: 

L: Length of the eliminated road [km]. 



N: Number of lanes of the eliminated road. 

S: Maximum speed allowed on the eliminated road in [km/h]. 

d: Distance of the middle of the road from the center of the model [km]. 

Co: Number of connectors along the eliminated road. 

 
Figure 6. Delay, traveled hours, and traveled km reduction percentage for each 

scenario 

Finally, the proposed model vulnerability based on delay was examined for all 30 

selected roads for the four AV scenarios shown in figure 7. The introduction of 
AVs resulted in a significant reduction of the increased delay caused by eliminated 

roads. The average decrease proved to be up to 43.08% from the base scenario 

with all conventional vehicles. The findings were further analyzed by developing 
a statistical delay model for the four AV scenarios and compared with the zero AV 

statistical model. It was found that the impact of the road number of lanes 

parameter on delay has significantly increased with higher AV penetration. At the 
same time, the number of lanes remained the most significant one in this respect. 

 
Figure 7. Delay increase percentage of different AV scenarios for each 

eliminated road 



𝐴𝑉30 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
=   278.98𝐿 + 1000𝑁 + 58.69𝑆 − 296𝑑 +  150.36𝐶𝑜 − 4410 

 
𝐴𝑉50 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

=  306.93𝐿 + 886.72𝑁 + 49.769𝑆 − 282𝑑 +  113.02𝐶𝑜 − 3630 

 

𝐴𝑉80 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
=  264.72𝐿 + 747.8𝑁 + 40.29𝑆 − 243.5𝑑 +  86.17𝐶𝑜 − 2767 

 

𝐴𝑉100 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
=  183.64𝐿 + 618.96𝑁 + 30.05𝑆 − 183.44𝑑 +  63.14𝐶𝑜 − 2054 

Related publications Thesis 5:[12], [13] 

 

Overall, the different studies on the impacts of connected AVs on a road 

transportation system operation, GHG emissions and network vulnerability proven 
to be the future of road transportation. AVs will one of the main solutions to traffic 

congestion; reducing travel time and travel distance. The reduction will reflect on 

GHG emission and be a partial improvement to the increasing global warming with 
convictional cars for AVs and can be further improved by combining AVs with 

other policies such as electrical vehicles policies P&R policies. Connected AVs 

will play a significant part in reducing the expected damage to a road network 
resilience by rerouting to safer routes in case of disasters and road destructions. 

Another finding of the study is that connected autonomous driving technology 

must overcome a number of challenges; especially cybersecurity challenges before 

becoming a sustainable transport solution. Technology has not yet advanced to the 

point where it can be trusted without human intervention; public perception of 
technology must also be changed, and rules and regulations must be updated to 

allow a whole new sort of vehicle on the road. 

 

5. Application of the scientific results 

5.1 Application of the scientific results related to Thesis 1 

The main idea of Thesis-1 can be concluded as follows: “The implementation of 

AVs can result in significant reduction in road network delay”. The developed 
models can help decision makers in having clearer idea of the expected reduction 

in speed, delay, travelled time and travelled distance in a city with higher AVs in 

their fleets. 

5.2 Application of the scientific results related to Thesis 2 

The developed road GHG emissions estimation method for AVs has a number of 

applications for the future implementation of AVs in urban areas. It helps in 
strengthen the change to the future of AVs technology in traffic policies to mitigate 

road traffic emissions. The developed mathematical models can be used to predict 

AVs benefits in reducing different emissions with the use of same vehicle fleet. 

5.3 Application of the scientific results related to Thesis 3 

The third thesis studied combinations of transport policies to reduce road traffic 



GHG emissions. The thesis can call the attention of the experts that by combining 
already implemented policies (i.e., P&R policies, electrical vehicles policies) with 

the future policies (i.e., Automated vehicles policies) can have significant benefit 

change to GHG emissions. 

5.4 Application of the scientific results related to Thesis 4 

The fourth thesis introduces a complex Time, space, and component-based 

automobile industry-related cyberattacks space and cyberattacks can be grouped 
based on the OSI layer through the hazarding factors targeting autonomous 

transportation systems. These findings can help in increasing the knowledge 

required to protect again cyberattacks targeting AVs. 

5.5 Application of the scientific results related to Thesis 5 

The proposed methodologies for road vulnerability analysis can firstly, help in 

identifying the most critical roads in a macroscopic network based on five different 
road characteristics. The identification helps in using higher design and 

construction standards to shield them from failure. Secondly, the impact of 

connected AVs through a failed network provides experts on a new view of a way 
to mitigate the impact of the failure different critical roads. 

 

6. Scope for future work 

1- The scope for future research regarding Thesis 1 is to study AVs' impact 

on a traffic network in a more detailed way and to find a different effect on 
different road types and complex traffic operations. Future work will also focus on 

the impact of automated public transport and shared automated transport systems 

and introducing AVs on a more dynamic methodology. Other future work related 
to the thesis is to study the introduction of toll roads in the model, especially trips 

from another municipality to Budapest. 

2- The scope for future research regarding Thesis 2 is to focus on analyzing 

the expected change in car-owner ships with AV implemented in the transportation 

network and how it will affect GHG emissions reduction. 

3- The scope for the future research regarding Thesis 3 will have to include 

autonomous vehicles in much of the infrastructure and explore policies concerning 
integrated transport systems. 

4- The scope for future research regarding Thesis 4 is to focus on more 

detailed cyber-attacks on a particular AV component and differentiating the attacks 

based on OSI layers. 

5- The scope for future research regarding Thesis 5 is to focus on studying 

and applying a speed correlation matrix for the whole network. Also focused on a 

good extension is how eliminating a combination of roads or an impact area with 

AV implementation. 

6- Scope of future of the whole research is to model AVs in a more dynamic 

methodology. A good extension for future research will focus on studying and 
applying a speed correlation matrix for the whole network. Future work can also 



study the expected costs of implementing AVs on a network and costs of 
improving the existing the infrastructure to AVs operation needs. In the future, 

when autonomous trucks are widely automated and connected, the research can be 

conducted again with an improved methods to evaluate more accurate and reliable, 
which will give a better view on the technology of AVs impact on road transport 

system. 
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